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A Policy Risk Framework for
cryptocurrency for India
Monetary Policy Risks
Market Risks

Financial Stability Risk
Risk from diversion of savings to volatile and risky markets

Investor Protection
Loss of keys; loss via scams & hacks; unregulated industry
practices, education / misleading practices

Regulation of Industry Actors
Licensing regimes required for market actors such as
exchanges, wallets, brokerages operating for cryptocurrency

Market manipulation & Fraudulent practices
Market manipulation in various forms due to
unregulated nature of asset

Exchange Rate Risk & Violation of Capital Controls

$

Outflow of capital from the country by untraceable means
using cryptoassets

Managing cross border flows

Keeping check on the quantum and value moving in and out of the
country to manage monetary policy

Indian innovation and competitiveness
Lack of agility

Compliance and illicit activity risks
Money Laundering and illicit Activity Risk
Money generated by a illicit activity appearing to have
come from a legitimate source by leveraging
cryptocurrency

Taxation & Compliance avoidance
Tax evasion and non-compliance with other financial
reporting by leveraging cryptocurrency

Overspecification in regulatory approach leading to an inability to
keep up with rapid changes in the technology

Loss of investments

Uncompetitive policies in India vis a vis other countries leading to
an outflow of investment

Inability to incubate cutting edge companies
Onerous compliance burden driving out key startups

Brain drain

Leading countries actively soliciting skilled Indian workforce via
startups visas and other initiatives
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1
Identifying the
right approach
for India to tackle
risks
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Global attention is rising on financial stability risks from cryptocurrency
but there are few solutions apart from a ban
Cryptocurrencies were not seen as a financial stability risk
but growing volumes have raised concerns for central
banks globally.
In Oct 2021, for the first time, the growth of cryptoassets
was brought up as one of the identified risks to global
financial stability by the IMF.
There are, however, few international precedents for
controlling such risks. One of the few global case studies is
Turkey’s ban of April 2020.
Case Study on Financial Stability risk:

Turkey’s partial ban in the midst of high inflation

Turkey’s inflation peaked above 17% in April 2020 while bitcoin was simultaneously in a bull run. Cryptocurrency exchanges in the
country registered a 600% increase in traffic, transacting close to $1-$2 bn per day as items from kebabs to gold started being
sold for bitcoin payments. On April 30, 2020, the Turkish central bank banned cryptocurrencies for use as payments.
However, a full legislation has not come into place yet and there is debate about the effectiveness of a ban. Trading of
cryptocurrency continues in Turkey.
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While most countries globally have some form of capital controls, there
are few effective precedents to tackle this risk with crypto
Apart from 17 currencies around the world, most countries have some form of capital controls as an essential component
of managing exchange rate risks. India has a strong capital controls regime, protected under law by the Foreign Exchange
Management Act (FEMA). As a part of this act, the Liberalized Remittance Scheme (LRS) caps outward remittances to a
limit of USD 250,000 per Indian citizen per year.
The cross border movement of cryptocurrency is an efficiency but also difficult to regulate. If we look to other countries with
capital controls, there has been little by way of precedent apart from bans, to regulate the cross border flow of
cryptocurrency. These have not proven very effective.
Nigeria:
Ban in place but crypto
growth exponential via
P2P channels
In Feb, 2021 the central bank of Nigeria prohibited
banks from supporting any crypto transactions and
also ordered them to close accounts of Nigerians
using crypto currencies. However, crypto has
boomed in Nigeria despite the ban as people
bypass centralized exchanges and turn to peer to
peer trading channels. As per Chainalysis, Nigerians
traded $2.4 bn in cryptocurrency in May 2021 and it
is considered the second largest bitcoin market in the
world.

South Korea:
Regulation in place that is too onerous to
comply with, making it unenforceable to
check for capital controls
Amidst a trading boom in 2017, the use of anonymous trading accounts in
South Korea gave rise to AML concerns & concerns around ICOs. The Financial
Services Commission put in strict requirements to link bank accounts and
trading accounts and banned ICOs. New legislation has been difficult for banks
to comply with & crypto exchanges in Korea that are faced with the prospect
of shutting down are considering suing the government. Crypto transactions
are subject to capital control and individuals' purchases of foreign currency
are capped at 50,000 annually. However, laws have been difficult to enforce
in the absence of compliant exchanges and the abundant availability of
DeFi channels.
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As evidenced by China’s cascading bans,
bans have been difficult to enforce and spur high underground activity

2017

2013
The PBoC along with
Ministry of Industry
and Information issued
a notice prohibiting
banks from handling
transactions related to
bitcoin

PBoc deemed ICOs an illegal
fundraising mechanism and
banned ICO platforms

Illicit activity was highest
in China post the ICO ban

•

•

In 2020, China ranked 3rd in
terms of highest volume of
cryptocurrency from illicit
addresses
Along with China, USA and
Russia are the other hotspots
for illicit activities

2020

2019
National Development and
Reform Commission
labelled bitcoin mining an
“undesirable industry” in its
preliminary list of sectors
that should be encouraged
or phased out

YYYY

Money laundering cases in
China were undetected for
years

The People’s Bank of
China (Pboc) blocked
over 100 foreign
websites offering crypto
exchange services

DeFi in 2020 had the
highest number of users
from China despite a
trading ban

2021
Chinese authorities puts
in place a blanket ban
on all services related to
cryptocurrency,
including mining

Chinese mining is still
difficult to stamp out
despite the 2021 ban

October 2020: Crackdown on online
gaming industry using USDT for
money laundering (numbers)

Stealth mining operations
continue inside industrial
operations

Pre-2021: Authorities nearly
convicted 100 people using USDT
to launder over $30 million

Home based miners are difficult to
identify, switch to PoS based mining
which gives lower electricity
consumption
Chinese authorities trying to find
methods to track and stop miners
but high collusion from state
governments

June 2021: Chinese authorities arrested
more than 1100 people suspected of
using their digital assets to launder illgotten funds (numbers)

•
•
•

China participated in the 2020 DeFi
boom with over 33,000 blockchain
companies registration
The searches for “DeFi ”almost
doubled in July 2020
The number of transactions on
Uniswap reached around 400,000 in
July 2020
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The growing decentralization in cryptocurrency

makes it difficult to only rely on
centralized exchanges

Total Value Locked in DeFi (as on November 15,2021)

Credits: DeFi Beyond the Hype, Wharton University of Pennsylvania, 2021

Total number of users in DeFi (as on November 15,2021)

The data handling of users with third party for CEXs has been replaced by
open smart contracts in DEXs
Decentralized activity is rising in India and globally, and cannot be
managed by merely regulating intermediary exchanges

Total Web visits to DeFi platforms from India

2,500,000

Total Cryptocurrency value sent to Defi in retail
transactions from India

$1,250,000,000

Source: approximations on Chainalaysis data, 2021
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No global precedent exists to tackle all risks for
India nor are existing concepts sufficient
Classifying crypto as a commodity can tackle market and some compliance
risks but not illicit activity, financial stability, systemic risks and capital flight risks

Financial
Stability Risk

Moving all crypto activity abroad through Liberalized Remittance Scheme (LRS)
Route is not enforceable due to DeFi channels. It will also not give the government
any oversight over illicit activity and any sense of monetary estimates of the volumes
moving into cryptocurrency. This will not prepare India well for monetary risks that
may arise and could, in fact, make India more vulnerable monetarily.
Investor
Protection
The approach of placing all burden of compliance on intermediaries or
VASPs is faltering because of growing decentralizing of cryptocurrency activity,
with the rise of DeFi & NFTs
Making laws on paper and expecting full compliance is infeasible for a
technology which makes it easy to bypass controls. Unless the government has
a way to impact on-chain activity, the threat of regulation is weak.

In essence, no regulatory approach or precedent exists which is capable
of handling all the risks posed to the Indian economy by cryptocurrency

Taxation & Compliance
avoidance

Indian innovation
& competitiveness

-

Cryptocurrency
Risk Framework

Capital
Controls

Regulation of
Market Actors

Market manipulation
& Fraudulent
practices

-

Money
Laundering
and illicit
Activity Risk

-

-
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Understanding crypto assets at a fundamental level,
all forms of cryptoassets are just keys
What a Bitcoin looks like

What an NFT looks like

What $1 mn looks like in
crypto

Public key

bc1q9kcxu5tpevepfs00rmuzke9w
q354sgfwe3mltz

0x3CACAE2DC512E1B2C746E277
5FFB6E434E55A7B5

12vPwsqWYnULXz6p26W6cNFBit9V
a4Cckp

Private key

KyXNCg2h3hCtC3aFgQj7tqB3b2p
GHFAPK1HDQNekH2kwscL6wLiR

L5Dx6msXHgMvqzxVCCkbhQ5iLcR
QhycRrLA33PQ52pAekWuUVvLo

Ky31yinj1vr9Qg5GgNoPtnA2iuY
u82NGGdh1PtivwhPBemg9VGZ
y

Public Key
•
•

Visible key on the blockchain ledger
Used for identification

While this works for identity on the blockchain, the major regulatory
challenge is in reconciling this identity with traditional forms of identity.
This is where a KYC/Identity solution becomes important.

What $10 looks like in
crypto
1GSdPiwFaZ8Lkbp9xYGuT5vgBU2C
HhaceE

1f331ec7348776bb3feaa20d3
09c34d2881a7b51747481a0f1
e4a526a5be2854

Private Key
•
•

Secret Key only known to the owner
Enables ownership and usage

All transactions with cryptocurrency are only possible using a private
key. The custody and management of these keys thus becomes
central to an innovative regulatory approach.
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With growing decentralization and ineffective bans it is prudent
to prioritize the policy approach
●

●

●

Defining crypto currencies is a global challenge and time consuming on a case by case
basis
Global experience confirms the struggle and problems with pre-defining crypto
currencies in token wise manner. For example, the ongoing dispute over the
characterisation of Ripple/XRP token as ‘security’ in the USA.
Lack of clarity in definition hampers both compliance and innovation in the space.
The first phase of regulation can focus on the pragmatic question of management of
public and private keys, which can cover the full spectrum of crypto activity in India

•

The second phase can take a more gradualist approach in defining the specific nature of
tokens in the context of their specific use-cases.

•

For the moment, the default characterisation of tokens as ‘commodities’ may serve as a
starting point, even though it may not sufficiently capture the true natue of tokens.
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The key for India lies the custody management of keys
Keys are the KEY to crypto regulation
Bulk of regulatory debate focuses on defining rules for cryptocurrency based on its functions and activities. However,
there are issues in the enforceability of laws due to the cross-jurisdictional and continuously evolving nature of
such assets.
All cryptocurrency activity is possible only via usage of public and private keys. The key infrastructure used to
manage and operate key pairs are cryptocurrency wallets

In order to build a standard process across asset classes, In terms of use case, the classification of crypto is complex but
in terms of custody and operations, the process is standard across classes. An infrastructure which can address crypto at
its fundamental form factor, a key pair, can provide visibility into the full spectrum of Indian activity
Wallets serve as the key point for identification, authorization of transactions as well as integration with various
blockchain applications
As a pragmatic approach, the first regulatory focus should be on wallets and the onus should be on the citizens
to get a verified wallet. Any crypto industry players then simply have to onboard verified wallets on to their
platform.
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Wallets are the gateway into cryptocurrency
Wallets are your “passport”
to crypto applications so you
can sign in or connect

You wallet address is also
your “identity” in an
application

Transactions are “signed” or
authorized via the wallet
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Understanding Crypto Wallets
Cryptocurrency wallets store public-private key pairs for a variety of crypto assets and help users
transact in cryptocurrency

Cold Wallets:
It refers to those wallets which are
disconnected from the network and store
crypto assets in offline mode

Custodial wallets:
In this type of wallet, the private keys
are not held by the users but stored in a
centralized server of wallet operator

Network
Connection

Private Key
Storage
Method

Non-custodial wallets:
In this type of wallet, the private key
are held by the user and assets are
stored on the blockchain

Hot Wallets:
It refers to those wallets which uses realtime online connection for storing cryptoassets

Number of
cryptocurrenci
es supported

Blockchain-specific wallets:
wallets which are made by
specific protocols for its users to
only transact on their network
with native tokens

Multi-chain wallets: :
wallets which allow their users to transact on
multiple blockchain networks with multiple
cryptocurrencies at the same time
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2
Introducing the
India solution the India wallet
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A secure Indian passport into crypto
"The India Wallet”
The India wallet is a one-stop tool for ring-fencing risks and managing domestic & crossborder cryptocurrency activity occurring by Indians. It works for all kinds of cryptocurrency
activity, whether through centralized players or DeFi platforms

KYC compliant
KYC of users done
with all necessary
documents required
under Indian law,
managed via
DigiLocker

Manages cross border
crypto flows
The wallet can differentiate
between domestic Indian
and cross border transfers
and keep track of monetary
risks and illicit activity risks

Gateway to India for
crypto businesses Various crypto businesses
around the world would
incorporate the India wallet
to their sign in processes to
have access to the Indian
market
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Features of the India wallet
Works for almost all blockchain
protocols (multi-chain wallet)

Works for all crypto activity
(Trading, DeFi, NFT)- stores
tokens, collectibles, coins

Can integrate with almost all
crypto applications exchanges, NFT marketplaces
etc

Can differentiate between
domestic and cross-border
transfers
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KYC Verification & set up of the India wallet
•

A one-time KYC verification would be required for each citizen at
the time of set up of a crypto wallet.

•

In countries without digital identity, the framework for Verifiable
Credential Providers can be considered for such KYC verification.
In the case of India, the UIDAI or DigiLocker are capable of
providing such KYC verification.

•

DigiLocker can provide a consolidated “Crypto Wallet verification
Service” to all wallet players, comprising credentials such as:
•
Aadhaar - to authenticate identity and de-duplicate wallets
•
PAN - to enable TAX compliance
•
Bank Account details - to enable payments for crypto
services

•

Once users provide these credentials into DigiLocker, the
verification service can be enabled for them. Time limits or expiry
can also be set on these so they are periodically updated and
verified.

Provides KYC
documents

DigiLocker

Indian Citizen

Wallet
service
provider

Wallet
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Working of the
India wallet

Checks on cross-border flows and
any caps on activity

Regulators
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Points of Discussion

?

Should the India Wallet be a single government operated wallet or multiple private sector
wallets?

?

Should the India wallet be custodial or non-custodial?

?
?

The wallet could be a new infrastructure created by the government or it could also be a technical standard according to which
private players build or modify existing wallets.

The trend in the cryptocurrency industry is for non-custodial wallets. KYC and proactive alerts around capital controls/illicit
activity are possible with both types of wallets. If any transactions have to be pre-emptively stopped, however, that might only
be done via a custodial wallet. Custodial wallets would also have greater cybersecurity risks. This is a policy debate that would
need to be addressed.

Managing privacy with the wallet
KYC process will be much lighter and streamlined for citizens, as they only share their documents with the DigiLocker. Citizen
data need not be shared with a variety of crypto businesses and the wallet to identity mapping can be kept encrypted by
DigiLocker. It may only be decrypted and shared pursuant to any order of Court or Central government or if required for
investigation of any criminal offence.

What about other channels people use to get access to crypto?
These will not be recognized under Indian law. Whatever cryptoassetss are managed through the citizens wallet will be
recognized and legally protected under legislation. Other activity could be deemed black money and treated as such.
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3.
Support Function Blockchain Forensics
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Illicit Activity is easy to tackle with
Blockchain Forensics & Analytics
Scams: Twitter Hack
What is blockchain forensics?
Blockchain forensics is a new field of regTech
comprising tools that can monitor, trace and manage
financial crime and reputational risks associated with
crypto currencies through the usage of AI Algorithms

What crimes can it solve?
Major criminal cryptocurrency fund flows that are
traceable via crypto forensic tools are the use of
cryptocurrency in
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Darknet markets
Ransomware
Money laundering
Child abuse materials
Exchange hacks
Scams
Terrorism financing

In the 2020 twitter account hijacking, high-profile accounts
were compromised to promote bitcoin scam. The perpetrators
gained administrative tools and posted fake tweets claiming
to double sender’s holdings on to a particular wallet address
with the slogan of “Cryptoforhealth”. The outcome resulted in
130 accounts affected along with $110,000 received by the
mentioned bitcoin wallet. FBI with other law enforcement
agencies arrested 3 perpetrators within 16 days of
investigation

Ransomware: Colonial Pipeline Co.
Hackers gained entry into the networks of Colonial Pipeline Co.
and stole 100 gigabytes of data and sent a ransom note
threatening to leak the data. Colonial paid hackers $4.4 million
of ransom after the hack. The time taken by forensics to
discover culprit was about a month, according to the press
release by DOJ on the matter. The final verdict discussed how
ransom payments are fueling digital extortion engine and the
necessary tools required against the criminal enterprises

Hacks: The KuCoin Hack
Singapore-based cryptocurrency exchange KuCoin was hacked
for $275 million in September 2020. The hacker managed to
seal bitcoin assets, ERC-20 tokens along with other types. The
targeted segment was KuCoin's hot wallets which are used as
temporary storage systems. Later, the exchange claimed it had
recovered $201 million in October 2020. The only forensics used
in the case was to cover the remaining amount with insurance
fund of the exchange.
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How countries across the world are using
Blockchain Forensics & Analytics

Malta:
In September 2019, the Malta Digital
innovation Authority (MDIA) released
Forensic Node Guidelines. These
Guidelines store all relevant information
carried on Distributed Ledger
Transactions (DLT) in real time.

USA:
In September 2021, the IRS
announced that it plans to work
with VTO Inc and digital forensics
and analytics to develop proactive
network strategy on tackling tax
compliance issues.

INTERPOL
In March 2018, Interpol and Bavarian State
Ministry of Justice held its first Working
Group on Darknet and Cryptocurrencies to
share methodologies and tools for
identifying criminals such as forensic
solutions for law enforcement. It aims to
develop investigative capabilities for its
member countries.

Singapore:
The new Singapore Payment Service
Act which came into effect in January
2020, brings crypto-businesses under
the purview of the MAS and includes
crypto forensics tracking as a means
of CFT compliance.

Australia:
In September 2019, The Australian
Tax Office announced that it will
be investing $1billion to invest is
the usage of forensics to track
down and fine those who don’t
make tax filings. The government
expects a $3 billion return.
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4
How the India Wallet
protects India against
cryptocurrency policy risks
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How the solution handles monetary risks of financial stability,
exchange rate risk/capital controls & cross border flows
Financial stability
●

Individuals can only have one Unique KYC verified Wallet. If financial stability risks are deemed acute, then a cap
could potentially be enforced on the wallet on the amount of investment into cryptocurrency by citizens. Such caps
may be managed flexibly and imposed only when stability risks are deemed acute. They can also be increased or
decreased based based on criteria that the government defines.

Managing cross-border flows and FEMA
●

The India Wallet can segregate Indian and international activity in crypto, in such manner that any Wallet not
verified through Digilocker or UIDAI facility will be considered as a foreign wallet. Fund flows to such wallets
can be tagged with a “Cross-Border” marker in the wallet itself at the time of transaction.

Managing exchange rate risk and capital controls
●

Unique India Wallet system will allow Government to impose reasonable LRS type limits on annual transfer to
foreign wallets from an Indian wallets, if required.

●

India Wallet can also proactively send alerts to citizens and the government if the prescribed annual limit imposed
by regulators is breached or likely to be breached. Citizens could potentially apply for revisions to these limits
based on criteria that the government defines.
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How the solution manages
illicit activity and compliance risks
Handling money laundering & illicit activity

•
•

Every citizen will have a unique deduplicated Wallet verified through DigiLocker / Aadhar

•

Solution will support pro-active (in case involving suspicious wallets) and reactive (in cases involving reported illicit
activities) vigilance through forensic technologies

•

Solution is inclusive for growth of innovative new projects like DeFi, NFT and Web 3.0 and also provides appropriate
regulatory visibility to this space

•

Assets held outside India wallet will not be recognized under Indian law and may attract taxation and penal
consequences as defined by law

India Wallet + Forensic capabilities will provide enhanced traceability and customer identification tools to tackle illicit
activities

Handling Tax & Compliance Risk:
India Wallet will ensure that all crypto transactions are recorded, traceable and can be easily compiled and reported for the
purposes of any statutory compliance. The Solution will also help in tracking Tax liabilities and will defuse any possible
attempt of Tax avoidance.
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How Blockchain Forensics Works

User A

India

Wallet

VASP

Blockchain
Node

BLOCKCHAIN
LEDGERS

Blockchain
Node

Build information
about specific
addresses
▪ Investigation Agencies identify
publicly available wallet addresses
▪ Develop database of wallets which
may be used for terror financing
and other illicit activities

Identify users of
Cryptocurrencies

Access Raw Data on
blockchain Ledgers
REGULATOR

▪ Law enforcement agencies trace
wallet addresses
▪ Transaction through these wallets
ultimately lead you to
Cryptocurrency Exchanges

Foreign
Exchange (VASP)

User B

REGULATOR

▪

Criminals will try to exchange their
crypto with fiat currency.

▪

Exchanges require KYC which lead to the
real identity of the person

▪ Forensic tools can layer identity
gathered through various social
networks and intelligence agencies
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How the solution helps with investor
protection and market risks
Investor protection

Protection against scams by the vetting of
applications that Indian citizens interact with. Since
all crypto applications would provide services to
Indian citizens via the wallet, it could be a gateway to
filter out clear scams based on well defined
guidelines.
Secure KYC process- A one-time KYC of the citizen’s
wallet will be handled directly via DigiLocker, instead
of with every service separately. In addition, identity
mapping can be kept encrypted unless there is a
warrant or offence. Thus, sensitive KYC information
will not be overshared.

In case of a custodial wallet, the solution will also
provide safe custody and protection to the crypto
keys/assets of the investors and recovery in case
people forget their private keys

Market manipulation
Protection from Fraudulent activity: Creating a regulated point of interaction of various
crypto services with Indian citizens creates some protections against fraudulent practices. If
projects are flagged for fraudulent activity, their integration with the wallet can be
suspended. If the India wallet is chosen to be a custodial wallet, any blockchain settlements
with such projects can be stopped altogether.

Maintaining Deposits and Guarantee: Crypto businesses that operate in India can
maintain deposits and guarantees to protect against losses to investors from controllable
risks.
Indian investors can be protected from excessively risky investing using the wallet and caps
determined around financial stability.

Regulation of Industry Actors
Ability to regulate point of interaction of various crypto services with Indian
citizens - By creating a gateway through the wallets, regulators have a touchpoint over
which they can flag malpractices and take action if necessary.
The wallet will create the bridge to keep oversight on activity and enable enforcement
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Indian innovation and competitiveness:
How the India wallet creates a light-touch approach that can
work efficiently for all actors
Government
Ability to manage all core risks via a common platform
that can also allow collaboration between regulators as
needed
Real-time data and insight on India-related activity in
crypto for policy planning purposes
Responsive and agile regulation possible for a fast
moving technology instead of inefficient pre-defined rules

Users
Easy to maintain full compliance with the
spectrum of Indian regulations on crypto using the
wallet
User experience remains unchanged in
interacting with Web3 projects, they integrate in the
same manner as they do currently

Financial Institutions
Innovators
Enables accurate KYC Crypto businesses in India will only onboard verified
wallets. They can also serve as a second verifier of such wallets, if necessary.
Frictionless solution to managing FEMA compliance for cross border flows
in crypto

Real time insight into markets and Indian activity to
manage operational risks
Easy to manage KYC and AML compliance for all
Indian crypto businesses which might access
banking or other financial services

Easy compliance for innovators in upcoming Web3 models by merely
onboarding with verified wallets and complying with reporting when necessary
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A wallet-based regulatory approach has many USPs over other existing approaches &
can work effectively for all cryptocurrency innovations now and in the future

Light touch
regulation model

Works for all kinds
of crypto activity
works for all kinds of crypto
activity regardless of new/
evolving models

No reliability on the
intermediaries
A wallet-based regulatory approach
lessens the reliance on
intermediaries, who are increasingly
getting decentralized in the crypto
economy

Easy one-time KYC process lessens the
burden of compliance on crypto users and
businesses. This will encourage innovators
and good actors to set up shop in India

Blends in seamlessly with
standard crypto operations
Most crypto services already plug in to wallets.
There would be little change in workflows for
crypto applications or for users, leading to a very
low friction regulatory approach. This is good for
enabling innovation

All other compliances
can easily layer on
Taxation & most other compliances can be
automated
Forensics tools can easily layer on to KYCed
wallets to identify illicit activity
Market regulation can be enforced easily
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India Wallet would create a pioneering approach globally which builds upon the
Indian model of regulating fintech using technology + regulation

India Wallet builds upon the Indian approach of creating foundational public infrastructure, akin to Aadhaar, UPI & other elements of
the IndiaStack

India Wallet extends the Indian approach of regulating fintech using a mixture of technology and regulation
Universal wallet-level KYC could make India the cleanest crypto market in the world with the lowest illicit activity, AML & terrorism
finance risks, as opposed to any intermediary-based or non-tech based approach which would only give partial visibility
India would be a pioneer in tackling monetary risks and become a model for other countries grappling with financial stability and
capital control risks related to crypto
By building firm rules which are 100% enforceable but with a light touch approach, India would attract the right innovators building
futuristic models instead of those looking to make quick gains

India Wallet can also become a part of the upcoming CBDC infrastructure and help India manage the spectrum of digital currency
activity in a streamlined manner
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